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Purpose of peer review
In general:

Provide a filter to disseminate interesting results, and suppress
insignificant, unoriginal or incorrect results

Categorize papers, enabling us all to find papers of interest in our own topic
area

For journals:

To provide feedback to authors, allowing them to improve their manuscript
before publication (with further rounds of peer review if necessary)

For conferences:

To judge whether the paper is a potential ‘best paper’, a full talk, a shorter
talk, a poster, or needs further revision before it can be accepted (reject)
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Alternatives to peer review

A growing minority regard peer review as unnecessary, too random,
too biased, and unwieldy.

An alternative is to filter out only unscientific work (e.g., creationist
papers), and leave quality and scope judgments to readers. The
internet facilitates finding interesting papers — we don’t need
journals.

The journal PLoS ONE is a prime example of a new breed that judges
only technical correctness, not significance. It has a very high
readership, and reviewing is fast (but you have to pay because it is
open access, i.e., readers don’t pay).
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Who are reviews written for?

� The editors of the journal — to help them make an accept/reject
decision

� The author(s)

� Other reviewers, sometimes. In the case of submission of a
revised paper, it is possible to see what the other reviewers said
last time

� The future readers of the paper. By reviewing, you are helping to
make papers more readable and contributing to overall quality.
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What the editor likes to see in a review

She doesn’t want to read the paper (she has too many to oversee)

She doesn’t want to take your word for it entirely

Conclusion: she wants your opinion with evidence, so that she can
make an informed decision.
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What the editor likes to see in a review

It is worth repeating a bit of what is in the abstract in your own words.
E.g.,

This paper is about making spiking neural net equations simpler.

This is important to help with efforts to simulate whole brains.

Criticisms should contain evidence as much as possible. E.g.,

The paper is technically incorrect

page X, equation X.2 : the rhs is missing the coefficient 1/pi

page Y, the correct term for "loop-backness" is "recurrent"
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What the author likes to see

This is largely the same as for the editor.

They want to see that the reviewer read and tried to understand the
paper, hence they need to see a bit of overview. They want to know
why the paper is being criticised with concrete examples.

We would like to be told the paper is really great, but even then it is
nice to know why the reviewer thinks so, precisely.
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Practical matters

If you are a reviewer, you are probably not paid. You are doing the
review out of service to your field.

Hence, there is a limit to how long you should spend reviewing. This
obviously depends upon the importance of the paper, how technically
demanding it is, and what stage it is at, though.

I try to gauge how long the review should take, and then set that as a
time limit. I rarely make my own time limit, but the effort helps.

Remember: you do not have to write the paper for the authors.
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Mechanics
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Keep taste out of it, and be balanced

While reviewers should assess significance — a ‘judgment call’ — I
try to avoid basing my review on whether or not I like the paper: I
try to be impartial. In other words, I think about whether some other
person in my field would like it, or find it important.

Another thing: avoid making your review one-sided. If the writing,
grammar and experiments stink, it is hard to say something positive
about the idea. But you should do so, if the idea is good.
(I am not in favour of making, say, three positive and three negative
points, however: this just makes it harder for editors to assess overall
quality and significance, and may encourage disingenuous
comments).
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My common review comments

(those I dish out to authors, I mean)

The purpose of the paper is not clear. Example . . . do you mean . . . ?

The related work section is not structured. It should not be written in the form: A did
this, B did that, C did the other. It should follow a form that explains the relationships
between ideas and developments in the field, and references should be there to
support this.

The related work section is ungenerous. Please be clearer that you follow X or build
on Y.

The conclusion is not justified by the results because . . . . You need to show . . . .

I do make positive comments, but rather rarely. It is mostly about improving
the paper.
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A review form

Here is a review form I like. It is edited (without permission) from the
form used by the journal Evolutionary Computation.

http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/˜jknowles/review-form.xml

It prompts for judgments on sensible review criteria, without dictating
the structure too much.

Here are some of the things it, and other review forms, ask you to
comment on ...
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Typical criteria to comment on
Story / purpose Did the author communicate the idea clearly?

Significance This is a judgment; you should justify your view briefly

Originality Remember, originality and significance have to go
together!

Technical correctness Did the authors use terminology of the field
correctly?

Delivery Did the authors deliver on their claim?

Replicability Are experimental methods detailed enough to be
replicated?

Experiments and Statistics Were these done correctly?
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Part of significance is evidence of generality. In other words, did the
authors say

“I’ve discovered light everywhere in the universe has
maximum speed c”

or did they say:

“in my little corner of the lab, if it is a Tuesday and I come in
early, sometimes the light casts a shadow of strange shape on
my desk. It looks like a giraffe” ?

I would suggest the former is what we aspire to do, and the latter is
not general enough to be of interest. Mostly, published work should
be somewhere closer to the first one, hopefully
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Don’t be angry, don’t be mean . . .

. . . The author is probably not trying to be annoying, so don’t get
annoyed.

Try not to be too clever either.
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A Story About Blind Review

Most reviews are blind: the reviewer is anonymous.
Some are even double-blind: neither reviewers nor authors are revealed.

Once, an academic told me he had reviewed half a dozen papers for a
conference and the review system failed and sent his name to all the
authors, along with his review.

He said: “It made for an interesting conference, but I was not embarrassed
because I never say anything in review that I wouldn’t be ok to say to the
person’s face.”

Remember this, in case it ever happens to you
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Being on the receiving end
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Reproduced without permission (original source unknown).



Handling rejection

from http://biologistsoup.wordpress.com/

http://biologistsoup.wordpress.com/


The Response Letter

Box 1: 3 golden rules of responding to referees’ comments

Rule 1: Answer completely

Rule 2: Answer politely

Rule 3: Answer with evidence

from http://eprints.nottingham.ac.uk/859/2/How_to_reply_to_referees.pdf
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The Response Letter

Box 2: Some useful phrases to start your replies to critical comments

We agree with the referee that . . . , but
The referee is right to point out . . . , yet
In accordance with the referees’ wishes, we have now changed this
sentence to . . .
Whilst we agree with the referee that . . .
It is true that . . . , but
We acknowledge that our paper might have been . . . but
We too were disappointed by the low response rate . . .
We agree that this is an area that requires further research . . .
We support the referees assertion that . . . , although
With all due respect to the reviewer, we felt that this point is not correct
. . .

from http://eprints.nottingham.ac.uk/859/2/How_to_reply_to_referees.pdf
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Summary

Use common sense when reviewing.

Be polite and fair.

A good test is: would you mind if the anonymity failed and your name
was revealed?

Be helpful, but don’t overdo it.

Homework :
1. continue writing your piece
2. use the review form (from slide 12) to review your own work on a
day when you’ve done no writing
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